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1. IntrodutionFailures of governane systems at large orporations suh as Enron, Tyo and World-Com, large auditors suh as Arthur Andersen and more reent failures in �nanial infras-truture have foused the attention of, regulators, exeutives, investors and researherson the roles played by both institutional governane systems and ompetitive marketsin limiting managerial expropriation of resoures at the expense of investors and soietyat large. Managers an expropriate investor wealth by (i) reduing e�ort that providesthem with more leisure, (ii) perquisite onsumption and empire building that gives themmore luxury and soial reognition, and (iii) onsumption of private ontrol bene�ts thatgives them power and ability to ontrol resoures of the orporation with little or no a-ountability. Suh expropriation deprives investors of the di�erene between ahievableand realized performane. In a study spanning 31 ountries, Leuz et al. (2003) argue thatmanagers engage in onsumption of private ontrol bene�ts suh as related party trans-ations, empire building and other �hidden� transations that e�etively transfer wealthfrom investors to managers1In pratie, both market and institutional mehanisms disipline managers and limittheir onsumption of bene�ts (Denis and MConnell, 2003). Market mehanisms work ifinvestors an move apital between �rms at will with negligible transation osts. Ratio-nal investors seek highest risk-adjusted returns for their investments by moving apitalaway from �rms whose managers expropriate resoures. This ompetition for apitalindues managers to at in the interest of investors to preserve their �rms and jobs.Extensive literature on orporate ontrol doument the governane role played by ap-ital markets in limiting managerial onsumption (for a review, see Holmstrom and Ka-plan (2001)). Consistent with Denis and MConnell (2003), we refer to market-drivengovernane mehanism as external governane. However, market for orporate ontrol1Another way in whih managers transfer wealth from investors to themselves is by earnings man-agement, a notion that is supported by extensive empirial literature (Healy and Wahlen, 1999; BrunsJr. and Merhant, 1990; Burgstahler and Dihev, 1997; Burgstahler and Eames, 2003; Christie and Zim-merman, 1994; Dehow et al., 1996; DuCharme et al., 2004; Rihardson, 2000). Expropriation throughearnings management takes plae by misleading investors about performane in a way that helps managersinrease their own ompensation and other bene�ts. In addressing expropriation, this study does not ex-pliitly deal with any partiular mehanism of expropriation (in partiular through misreporting) at theoneptual level, though for reasons explained later (see footnote 11) it exlusively uses under-reportingas an expropriatory devie. 2



ould be ompromised by mehanisms that restrit transfer of ontrol suh as greenmail,golden parahutes, poison pills and anti-takeover mehanisms leading to entrenhmentof managers (Ekbo, 1990; Kosnik, 1987; Shleifer and Vishny, 1986; Dann and De An-gelo, 1983; Cohran et al., 1985; Knoeber, 1986; Lambert et al., 1985; Malatesta andWalkling, 1988; Ryngaert, 1988; Sundaramurthy, 2000). Entrenhed managers are likelyto expropriate more resoures than managers whose jobs are ontingent on performane.For example, poison pills have been shown to inrease earnings management, dereasevalue-relevane of earnings (Srinidhi and Sen, 2007b) and inrease managers' ompensa-tion (Srinidhi and Sen, 2007a; Bebhuk et al., 2002). Potential failure or weakening oforporate ontrol indues investors to bolster internal governane mehanisms that in-lude board struturing, auditing and ownership struture (Denis and MConnell, 2003).Several studies have examined the e�etiveness of internal governane mehanisms suh asboard independene and audit ommittee struture (Klein, 2002a; Klein, 2002b; Bekeret al., 1998), auditor independene (Klein, 2002a; Klein, 2002b; Beker et al., 1998),and audit e�ort (Srinidhi and Sen, 2007b) on earnings management. In summary, thesestudies provide evidene that both external and internal governane mehanisms restrainexpropriating behavior. However, managers weaken internal governane by inreasingtheir in�uene on boards and reating eonomi bonds with auditors and weaken exter-nal governane by adopting anti-takeover provisions (Gompers et al., 2003; Srinidhi andSen, 2007b).The existene of these two mehanisms to limit expropriation and managers' inentiveto weaken them alls for a systemati study of the interplay between them in restritingexpropriating behavior. In partiular, at issue are the following questions: (i) how e�e-tive is internal governane in limiting managerial expropriation? (ii) When the investorsan hoose ostly internal governane mehanisms, what fators a�et their hoie? Inpartiular, how does the e�etiveness of market mehanism a�et the hoie of internalgovernane? (iii) Do the two governane mehanisms exhibit substitutive or omplemen-tary e�ets on managerial expropriation?In this paper, we use a ontrolled laboratory setting to experimentally examine theabove issues. Our use of an experimental setting is motivated by two primary onsidera-tions. First, empirial studies are limited in their ability to vary governane variables ina ontrolled manner and in isolating the ontexts under whih their e�ets ould be in-vestigated. A ontrolled experiment in a laboratory setting involving human partiipants3



overomes these limitations by reating settings in whih the experimenter an vary theinentives and hoie sets of partiipants. The experimenter an also introdue spei�variations in treatment variables, doument the deisions made by the partiipants andevaluate results under di�erent regimes2. Seond, few empirial studies have addressedmanagerial expropriation in situations of weak internal governane. A plausible reason forthis near-absene of empirial analysis is that data on private onsumption is by de�nitionnot aessible to investors or researhers. Only experimental or analytial examinationan help regulators and poliy makers in devising poliies to onstrain suh expropriation.By its very nature, analytial formulations make a number of assumptions that annotbe validated in pratie. Even in the presene of analytial analysis, an experimentalinvestigation will o�er a riher set of insights into the phenomenon.Our experiment is onduted in a multi-period setting. In every period, managers (alsoalled ��rms�) privately beome aware of a potential (pre-expropriation) return whih theyould fully or partly expropriate and report a lower residual post-expropriation amount.The di�erene between the two amounts is expropriated by the manager and proxies forreal-life ations that inlude perquisite onsumption, private bene�ts of ontrol, empirebuilding and inreased ompensation. Only the residual amount is available to investorsfor future investments (or for ultimate onsumption by them). In most ases, investorshoose both the amount of investment and the �rms in whih they invest it. In addi-tion, they also hoose a level of monitoring, i.e., internal governane. In the experiment,internal governane is denoted as audit3. Suh governane is ostly and is modeled asa dead-weight loss to the investor. In addition, we have a manager-hosen treatment(denoted as poison pill) that onstrains the investor from swithing his/her investmentto another manager. Tantamount to a restrition on free movement of apital between�rms, the poison pill simulates loss of external governane. Using treatments in whihinternal governane level is set exogenously, we study how e�etively internal governanelimits managerial expropriation, helps attrat investments and a�ets investment return.We examine these e�ets both with and without poison pill treatment. Using treatments2The one potential drawbak of an experimental approah being that it does not ompletely apturethe rihness of real settings.3Audit in this ontext inludes all the ations that an investor an take to redue expropriation. Forexample, it inludes internal and external �nanial and operations audits, hoosing the auditor throughthe audit ommittee and struturing the board. In the experiment, this internal governane funtion isoperationalized as the probability that managerial expropriation is avoided.4



in whih internal governane levels are hosen by investors, we examine whether exter-nal and internal governane exhibit substitutive or omplementary e�ets on managerialexpropriation. We also examine the joint e�ets of the two governane mehanisms onexpropriation and investor return.Even in the absene of internal governane, we �nd that external governane an sustainthe market, albeit with low levels of investment. Consistent with our expetations, we�nd that higher levels of internal governane result in less managerial expropriation andhigher levels of investment. We also �nd that investment returns are higher when internalgovernane is stronger. These results hold with or without poison pills. The expropriationis higher for all levels of internal governane when poison pill is present, i.e., when externalgovernane is weak. Our results from treatments that allow investors a hoie in internalgovernane levels show that investors hoose higher levels of internal governane in thepresene of poison pills but hoose lower internal governane if the poison pill option isavailable to the manager but not used. While �rst part of the result supports substitutiverelationship between internal and external governane, seond part shows that investorstrust managers who voluntarily refuse using anti-takeover mehanisms. Consistent withour expetation, internal governane level is higher when higher amounts are invested andlower if ompensation for the managers is high (signifying lower expropriation inentivefor manager). Investments are preditably lower in �rms with poison pills. Interestingly,expropriation is not a�eted by poison pills. In e�et, when the external governaneis weak, investors hoose a higher level of internal governane to substitute and the ef-fet of inreased internal governane on expropriation e�etively anels out the e�et ofdereased external governane.Our �ndings ontribute to literature in two important ways. First, unlike prior empiri-al studies whih are limited to using indiret measures of expropriation, our experimentalanalysis uses diret measures. Therefore, our study validates prior empirial �nding of anegative assoiation between internal governane and managerial expropriation. Seond,our analysis shows a substitutive relationship between internal and external governane- a result that has been onjetured by earlier empirial and analytial studies. By ex-ogenously ontrolling experimental parameters and �nding similar results, we show thatprior empirial �ndings are not driven by endogeneity.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next setion, we provide a briefreview of related work. The third setion desribes the experiment and its design. In5



the fourth setion, we present our hypotheses. The results and their disussion is givenin setion �ve. The last setion onludes the paper. Finally, �gures, tables and theexperiment instrutions are provided in appendies at the end.2. Review Of Related Empirial Literature2.1. Managerial expropriation through onsumption of private ontrol bene�ts.Managerial expropriation, de�ned as any managerial onsumption that is detrimental toinvestor interest but bene�ial to the manager, has been examined in di�erent ontexts inaounting and orporate governane literatures. Prior studies have studied managerialexpropriation through onsumption of private ontrol bene�ts (Dyk and Zingales, 2004),perquisite onsumption (Hersh and MDougall, 1992; Revsine, 1991), empire building(Baldenius, 2003; Gaspar et al., 2005; Hope and Thomas, 2008; Mork et al., 1990; Zwiebel,1996) and seletion of negative net-present-value projets that are bene�ial to managersbut redue the value of the �rm to the investors (Jensen, 1986). They provide evidene thatmanagers not only onsume private ontrol bene�ts but try to protet those bene�ts byreduing dislosures and inreasing information risk for investors (Leuz et al., 2008; Leuzet al., 2003). Prior studies also provide evidene of empire building by making aquisitionsthat are not in investors' interest (Gaspar et al., 2005; Mork et al., 1990). The free ash�ow hypothesis of Jensen (1986) argues that managers take up negative NPV projets(inludes perquisites, empire building et.) when they have the resoures to do so and arenot obligated by investors to pay dividends or servie debt.Aounting literature has foused on expropriation through one partiular mehanism,namely earnings management. There are two ways in whih earnings ould be managed.First, managers ould skimp on long-term-value-inreasing ativities suh as maintenane,advertising and researh and development. The resulting short-term redution in disre-tionary ash out�ows allows managers to use ash for inreased ompensation or perquisiteonsumption or inreased private ontrol bene�ts. This kind of expropriation is referredto as real earnings management. Alternatively, managers ould use disretion given byGAAP to opportunistially misreport performane and boost their own welfare at theexpense of investors. This kind of expropriation is referred to as aounting earningsmanagement. Managers' objetive in either aounting or real earnings management isthe expropriation of resoures that leaves investors worse o� while they bene�t at investors'expense. Only the mehanisms are di�erent.6



Several reent studies have examined real earnings management (See Xu et al. (2007)for a review) that inludes hanging disretionary expenditures suh as researh and de-velopment (Bushee, 1998; Baber et al., 1991; Dehow and Sloan, 1991), altering pro-dution, inventory and sales levels (Royhowdhury, 2006; Dhaliwal et al., 1994), sellinglong-term assets (Bartov, 1993) and altering �naning ativities (Hand, 1989; Pinus andRajgopal, 2002). Aounting earnings management has been studied extensively4 in on-texts where manager's ompensation is determined by bonus or other aounting-relatedmeasures (Healy, 1985; Healy, 1999; Gul et al., 2003; Hunt, 1985; Reitenga and Tear-ney, 2003), seeking publi �naning (Teoh et al., 1998; DuCharme et al., 2004; Dehowet al., 1996), meeting or beating earnings benhmarks suh as previous year's earnings oranalyst foreasts (Burgstahler and Dihev, 1997; Burgstahler and Eames, 2003; Bartovand Cohen, 2006), responding to regulation suh as import relief (Jones, 1991). Dif-ferent motivations for aounting earnings management are ategorized in (Healy andWahlen, 1999).Our study does not deal expliitly with misreporting of realized earnings. Our fous ison the amount of expropriation, not on the mehanism employed to arry out the expro-priation. The primary purpose of governane is the redution of managerial expropriation.One way in whih governane an redue managerial expropriation is by e�etively re-duing the inentives and disretion of managers to misreport earnings. To that extent,external �nanial auditing is indeed a governane mehanism intended to mitigate the ex-propriation of investor's wealth by managers, but it is one part of the internal governanestruture that inludes the board struture, the audit ommittee omposition, seletionof auditors and the performane of internal audit funtion, among others.2.2. Internal governane and managerial expropriation. Monitoring of managers'ations, hoies and reports in a �rm through orporate board struture and by externaland internal auditing onstitutes internal governane. Prior studies also provide evidenethat an e�etive board an limit managerial perquisites and private ontrol bene�ts (Mae,1978; Hermalin, 2005; Callen and Falk, 1993; Kosnik, 1987). Prior literature on boardsdoument that board size, independent diretors on boards and audit ommittees a�etaounting earnings management (Dehow et al., 1996; Klein, 2002b; Nikos, 2000; Farber,4The literature on aounting earnings management is very extensive. The studies mentioned hereonstitute a small sample of the whole literature and we make no laim of providing a omprehensive listof studies in this area. 7



2005; Ahmed et al., 2006; Ching et al., 2006; Jaggi and Tsui, 2007) and real earningsmanagement (Osma, 2008).E�etive boards monitor managers' ations, deisions and reporting through externaland internal auditors. Audit ommittee, a ommittee of board members, hooses the�rm's external auditor and determines engagement terms and onditions (Rezaee andTurner, 2006; Turley and Zaman, 2007). Empirial evidene shows that board indepen-dene, diligene and expertise in�uene audit e�ort (Carello et al., 2002). The board alsointerats with internal auditors (Davidson et al., 2005; Sweeney and Vallario, 2002; Har-rington, 2003) and ould improve monitoring of management ations through the internalaudit funtion.External auditing redues uninformative aruals and the resulting information riskfaed by investors in the presene of information asymmetry between them and managers5.Aruals are partly determined by the disretion of managers in hoosing aounting meth-ods and estimates about the future6. Auditors independently assess aruals, examine thedesign of internal ontrol proedures, and evaluate managers' ompliane with them. Inthis, they are also assisted by internal auditors. Further, auditors ould redibly threatenostly quali�ation foring managers to be more restrained in their ations and disiplinedin their reporting. Therefore, the e�etiveness of the audit funtion (both internal andexternal) measures the strength of internal governane exerised through the board.2.3. External governane and managerial expropriation. The market for orporateontrol onstrains managerial expropriations beause of the ability of investors to take overthe �rm when managers are underperforming (Martin and MConnell, 1991; Grossmanand Hart, 1988; Dahya and Powell, 1998). Prior studies provide evidene that anti-takeover laws and �rm-level provisions suh as poison pills, golden parahutes, blankheks and greenmail restrit the market for orporate ontrol and allow managers to5Prior literature (Franis et al., 2004; Franis et al., 2005; Eker et al., 2006; Easley and O'Hara, 2004)has shown that lower quality earnings represents a systemati information risk that annot be diversi�edaway by investors and therefore results in inreased osts of debt and equity for the reporting �rm. Theusefulness of auditing derives therefore from a redution in the ageny ost and the resulting derease inthe ost of apital of the �rm.6For example, managers estimate the useful life of eah asset, the amount of doubtful debts, the amountof future warranty expenses, the obsolesene of inventory, loan loss reserves, et. They also hoose themethod of depreiating assets, the method of aounting for inventory and a variety of other aountingmethods. 8



expropriate resoures (Bebhuk et al., 2004; Bebhuk et al., 2002; Barnhart et al., 2000;Borokhovih et al., 1997; Mahoney and Mahoney, 1993; Pound, 1987). Several of thesestudies have also examined the e�et of anti-takeover provisions on the wealth and thegovernane of the �rm (De Angelo and Rie, 1983; Pound, 1987; Harris, 1990; Commentand Shwert, 1995; Datta and Iskandar-Datta, 1996; Borokhovih et al., 1997; Sundara-murthy, 2000). Some of these studies suh as Comment and Shwert (1995) present theview that �rm-level anti-takeover provisions ould help urrent investors by inreasingthe bargaining power of managers in takeover negotiations. However, evidene seemsto be overwhelmingly supports inreased managerial expropriation and redued investorwealth in the presene of anti-takeover provisions. In e�et, this literature supports usingmanagerial entrenhment - inability of investors to hange the managers - as a way ofompromising external governane.2.4. Experimental Literature. Review of prior empirial literature above provides evi-dene that managerial expropriation an be ontrolled partly by the market for orporateontrol and partly by internal monitoring of managers' ations and hoies through inter-nal and external audit funtions. Most of this empirial work, however, is hampered byendogeneity and omitted variables. For example, empirial analysis annot unambiguouslydi�erentiate between two hypotheses: (i) stronger internal governane redues manage-rial expropriation; or (ii) �rms with low managerial expropriation have strong internalgovernane strutures. It is possible that managerial behavior might be the determinantrather than onsequene of governane (See Link et al. (2008) for an examination ofboard struture determinants). On the other hand, in an experimental setting like ours,we an vary the treatments and determine the diretion of the relationship easier.Prior experimental literature is rare in this area but it has been used in related areas. Inan experimental study of managerial hoie between short term gains and long term ash�ows in a situation where apital market pressure and dislosure frequeny are varied,Bhojraj and Libby (2005) provide insights into the determinants of managerial myopia.Experimental investigations have been arried out on auditor independene in fat andappearane (Dopuh et al., 2003), auditor retention and rotation (Dopuh et al., 2001),e�ets of low balling on audit quality (Dopuh and King, 1996), e�et of di�erent liabilityregimes on the demand for audit servies (Dopuh and King, 1992) and the impat of non-audit servies on auditor independene (Dopuh et al., 1991). In an earlier experiment,Dopuh et al. (1989) examine how auditing ould redue moral hazard in a ontext with a9



buyer and a seller. Most of these experimental studies are one period studies that do notallow for ompetition among managers and investors in a multi-periodmulti-agent ontext.Our experiment also di�ers from these experimental studies in the build-up of managerialreputation and apital movement aross managers in di�erent periods that ould result inbankrupty. More importantly, we address the issue of internal and external governanein our experiment that is not the subjet of study in these experiments.3. Experimental Design3.1. Environment. Consider n investors, eah with an initial endowment ω0 mathedwith a manager. The investor deides on the level of investment (It)7 in every period t,with a manager. The investment yields a (potential pre-expropriation) return α, where
α ∈ [a, b] is a random variable having a density funtion f(α) with an expeted value
µα > 0 and standard deviation σα. The realization of α is privately revealed to themanager. The manager expropriates an amount and reports a return α̃ ≤ α to the investor.Without loss of generality, any non-invested amount with the investor is assumed to givezero returns. The net ash �ow (νt) to eah investor during period t is given by

νt = (1 − β)α̃tIt; 1 ≤ t ≤ T (3.1)In the above expression, β denotes the share of manager's ompensation paid out of thereported earnings8. �T� denotes the �nite time horizon. The total amount available tothe investor to invest at the end of period t, ψt is given by
ψt = ψt−1 + (1 − β)α̃tIt; where ψ0 = ω0 and It ≤ ψt−1 ∀ t s.t. 0 ≤ t ≤ TManager's total payo� in period t, denoted by φt onsists of two parts. The ompensationis βα̃tIt, while the �perquisite,� i.e., the expropriated amount is (αt − α̃t)It. We an write

φt = βα̃tIt + (αt − α̃t)It (3.2)Initially, eah investor is mathed with a manager randomly. Operationally we denoteperiods τ = 1, 2, 3 and sub-periods t within eah τ . Investor is allowed to swith �rmsat the beginning of every period τ . At the beginning of eah period τ (other than the7At any time, the investor annot invest an amount higher than the total amount available to her.Throughout this paper, the investor is referred to as �she� and the manager is referred to as �he� purelyfor onveniene.8For the purpose of this exposition, ash �ow and earnings are used interhangeably.10



�rst), eah investor has to hoose a �rm to invest in, and the level of investment. Everyinvestor observes the previous reported returns from all managers at the beginning of theperiod before making these hoies. This is similar to investors having aess to published�nanial reports of all �rms, before hoosing a �rm and the amount of investment.3.2. Design. All subjets were drawn randomly on a voluntary basis from both graduateand undergraduate student populations in City University of Hong Kong. We ran multiplesessions, with eah session onsisting of 3-4 treatments. In eah treatment, there arethree periods. Within eah period, there are a number of sub-periods. The subjets wereompensated for their earnings at the end of eah session in ash. Eah session lastedfor approximately 3 hours and subjets earned around HK$ 2009 on average (inludingshow-up payment) per session.Eah subjet is assigned one of two roles: Managers and Investors. The internal gover-nane (auditing) task is performed in the experiment by the omputer. All experimentsonsist of three periods. We �rst desribe the design for the ontrol treatment thatexludes both internal governane and poison pills. In e�et, in the ontrol treatmentonly external market-driven governane exists. Eah treatment onsists of three periodswith eah period onsisting of multiple sub-periods. At the beginning of the �rst period,half the subjets are randomly assigned as managers and the other half are assigned asinvestors for the rest of the treatment.3.2.1. First Period. The �rst period (τ = 1) onsists of 6 investment sub-periods, t =

1, 2, . . . 6. Eah investor is randomly mathed with a manager and the mathing remainsin fore for the duration of this period. At the beginning of the period, eah investoris provided with an initial endowment (ω0) of 3000 units of experimental urreny units(ECU). The return from investment follows a normal distribution given by
αt(εt) = µα + εt; where εt ∼ N(0, σ2

α
) and µα ∈ (0, 1) (3.3)In the above expression, as de�ned before `t' denotes eah sub-period within the period.

µα (used as a treatment variable10) and σα (�xed for all treatments) re�et the expetedreturn and its variability for any given level of investment respetively. For an investment9Note, 1 US$ ≈ 7.8 HK$.10In the experiments, we use two values of µα, 0.15 for some treatments and 0.30 for others.11



It , we de�ne Atual Cash Flow (ACF) as
ACFt(It, εt) = (1 + αt)It (3.4)Though the distribution of the returns is ommon knowledge, the realized ACF is privatelyobserved by the manager. After observing ACF, the manager hooses to expropriate apart of ACF and report the post-expropriation residual amount to the investor. In this,he is guided, among other things, by his ability to attrat and retain future investments,probability that all investors hoose other managers and leave his �rm bankrupt, andthe diret ompensation that he gets based on the reported ash �ow, where the amountreported to the investor is de�ned as Reported Cash Flow (RCF) suh that RCFt ≤

ACFt

11. Manager's payo� is given by modifying (3.2) as follows:
φt = βRCFt + (ACFt − RCFt) (3.5)The �rst term in (3.5) is the diret ompensation paid out of the reported ash �owand the seond term is the expropriated amount whih primarily onsists of perquisites,private ontrol bene�ts and empire-building. The investor's payo� is given by

νt = (1 − β)RCFt (3.6)At the beginning of any period, the investor an invest any amount out of her totalholdings. During the subsequent sub-periods within the period, investor an invest outof her total ash holdings partially or fully, but they are not allowed to swith managersduring the period. Choosing the �rm to invest in an only be done at the beginning ofeah period.3.2.2. Seond Period. Seond period (τ = 2) also onsists of six investment sub-periods,
t = 1, 2, . . . 6. At the beginning of this period, �rst period investments and returnsfor eah �rm are revealed to eah investor. In other words, �rm performanes of the11As desribed earlier, the di�erene between ACF and RCF is onsumed by managers in the form ofprivate ontrol bene�ts or other means. The atual mehanis of expropriation ould be to in�ate reportedinome and get greater inentive ompensation. Our main interest here is the amount of expropriation,not the mehanis of doing it. Spei�ally, we do not allow for over-reporting in this setting, sineover-reporting introdues other omplexities, espeially with regards to investors pereived and atualearnings, that potentially redues experimenter ontrol and noise in the data. In this ontext, we did runa pilot with a mix of students and faulty that allowed for over-reporting. But we got an adverse reationregarding omplexity of the design during the subsequent debrie�ng.12



�rst period beome publi at the beginning of seond period. Investors an hoose toontinue with the same �rm or swith their investment to another �rm. This opensup the possibility of multiple investors mathed with a manager. On the �ip side, it alsoopens up the possibility of a manager losing all investors and going bankrupt. A bankruptmanager/�rm does not partiipate in the rest of the experiment. Investors arry over theirearnings from the end of the �rst period.They an hoose to invest any amount up to theaggregate of initial endowment and subsequent earnings during the �rst period. In any�rm, if there are multiple investors, the investment amounts are revealed to eah other.Payo� for managers in eah sub-period of the seond period is determined in the sameway as in the previous period. The investment in a �rm is the umulative investmentfrom all investors investing in that �rm. The payo� for investors is also similar to period1, with the proviso that in ase of multiple investors, the reported ash �ows after payingo� manager's ompensation is shared in proportion to investment amounts.3.2.3. Third Period. This period (τ = 3) is idential to the seond period exept that thenumber of sub-periods is deliberately kept unertain in order to mitigate the �end gamee�et12 The partiipants are however aware that this is the last period and hene therole of market-based governane will be severely weakened. Therefore, the data from thisperiod is not reliable and is ignored exept to test for the expeted presene of the �end12Even though the number of sub-periods in the third period is kept unertain, yet the subjets willhave expetations about the ending of the game. This leads to the possibility of a bakward indutiontype equilibrium, i.e. one that would entail full expropriation by managers at every stage of the game andhene, no investment to begin with. But evidene from other experiments on games involving bakwardindution, e.g. alternating o�ers bargaining games (Binmore et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 2002; Ohsand Roth, 1989), entipede game (MKelvey and Palfrey, 1992) and guessing games (Nagel, 1995; Stahl,1996; Ho et al., 1998; Nagel, 1998) onsistently show players' deisions systematially violating bakwardindution based perfet equilibrium outomes. This has been attributed to `limited ognition' or `boundedrationality' on the part of agents (Camerer et al., 1993; Stahl, 1996; Spiegel et al., 1994). Another lass ofbargaining game experiments where the outome is di�erent from the one ditated by bakward indutionare the ultimatum (Güth et al., 1982) and trust (Berg et al., 1995) games, but here soial preferenes (Fehrand Shmidt, 1999; K®szegi and Rabin, 2006; MKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) and not `limited ognition'have been ommonly identi�ed as the reason behind the deviations from perfet equilibrium. Finally,note that all the experiments ited above involved omplete information games. In our set-up agentshave inomplete information as investors hoose managers after very period whih leads to potential forhanges in their pairing during the ourse of the game. This imposes an additional ognitive hallenge tothe subjet's ability to dedue the bakward indution outome in our set-up.13



game e�et.� However, the partiipants are fully ompensated in aordane with theirearnings from all the three periods. The ECU's are onverted to Hong Kong dollars atthe end of the session and ash is paid out.3.2.4. Internal Governane. For this treatment we modify the design as follows. Beforeevery sub-period in eah one of the three periods, investors make two deisions: theamount of investment and the level of governane. The governane is operationalized byan audit performed by omputer. The level of governane is a number between 0 and1 that spei�es the probability that omputer's audit proess identi�es the expropriatedamount. In �rms with multiple investors, eah investor submits a level of governaneone of whih will be hosen with a probability that is proportional to the ratio of herinvestment to the total investment in the �rm. The hosen level of governane (but notits result) is revealed to manager before he hooses expropriation. One manager hoosesRCF, the audit proess generates an Audit Revealed Cash Flow (ARCF). ARCF is equalto RCF in ase audit fails and is equal to ACF in ase audit sueeds. In other words,internal governane is either e�etive and �nds the whole amount of expropriation or isine�etive and �nds nothing. The probability with whih internal governane is e�etiveis the investor's hosen audit level13.Investor's hoie of governane level is denoted by the probability (κ ∈ [0, 1]) withwhih ARCF = ACF. Choie of higher levels of governane entails higher osts beauseof more extensive monitoring osts. The internal governane ost funtion is denoted byC(κ), where C(0) = 0 and the marginal ost is positive and inreasing, i.e., C ′(κ) > 0and C ′′(κ) > 0. Audit ost is modeled as a deadweight loss that is paid out before ACFis realized. Investor observes both ARCF and RCF. When they are equal, the investoris unable to distinguish between the possibility of an expropriation that went unhekedbeause of governane failure and that of no expropriation. In ase where manager'sexpropriation omes to light, the manager is assessed a penalty equal to the amount ofexpropriation and is also paid as a proportion of RCF. Expressions for the expeted values13In real world, a monitoring mehanism is likely to be one whose output is the amount of expropriationwith an added noise omponent whose preision inreases with the level of the mehanism. Theoretiallythe audit mehanism we use is an equivalent of suh a monitoring mehanism.14



of ARCF and expeted payo�s to manager and investor follow.
E(ARCFt) = κtACF + (1 − κt)RCF (3.7)

E(φt) = κ(β.RCFt) + (1 − κt) [(β.RCFt) + (ACFt − RCFt)]

= β.RCFt + (1 − κt) (ACFt − RCFt)
(3.8)

E(νt) = κt (ACFt − β.RCFt − C(κt)) + (1 − κt)(1 − β)RCFt

= (1 − β)RCFt + κt (ACFt −RCFt)
(3.9)where in the above expressions, E(.) denotes expeted value. Further,

ACFt(It, εt) = (1 + αt)It − C(κt) (3.10)3.2.5. External Governane. In the above treatments, investors ould freely shift theirinvestments from one �rm to another at the beginning of eah period τ . This signi�esa free market for apital �ow and orporate ontrol - an e�etive external governanemehanism. In some treatments, we introdue an instrument (de�ned as �poison pill�)that restrits an investor from withdrawing or swithing her investment from a �rm.Managers are allowed to adopt poison pills in the seond period. Adoption of poison pillis observable to all investors before they hoose their seond period investments. Oneintrodued, poison pill ontinues in the �rm for periods τ = 2 and 3. If an investor hoosesa �rm with poison pill, she annot leave that manager for the rest of the experiment.4. Hypotheses4.1. Statements of hypotheses. Our �rst set of hypotheses are onerned with thee�et of internal governane or the lak of it on managerial onsumption, investmentrate and investment returns both in the absene and presene of poison pills. These aretreatments in whih the internal governane levels are hosen exogenously. First, we havean exploratory hypothesis on whether the market is sustained with only external gover-nane in the absene of any form of internal governane. Seond, based on the argumentspresented in earlier setions and onsistent with the prior empirial literature, we expetthat whatever be the level of external governane, internal governane redues manage-rial onsumption. Third, inreased levels of internal governane result in greater investoron�dene. We expet this inreased on�dene to inrease the investment rate de�nedas the proportion of invested amount to what ould potentially be invested. Therefore wehypothesize a positive relationship between internal governane level and investment rate.15



Even though the investment rate inreases with the internal governane level, it is notlear whether redued expropriation and inreased investment rate are adequate to over-ome the ost of suh governane. However, if the ost of governane is reasonably low,we expet inreased returns to improved governane. We state these hypotheses below:Hypothesis H1.0: (Exploratory Hypothesis) The market will sustain itself even whenaudit is unavailable, i.e. at zero audit level14.Hypothesis H1.1: Managerial expropriation is negatively related to internal governaneboth in the presene and absene of poison pills.Hypothesis H1.2: Investment rate is positively related to internal governane both inthe presene and absene of poison pills.Hypothesis H1.3: Investment returns are positively related to the internal governaneboth in the presene and absene of poison pills.Our seond set of hypotheses deal with treatments in whih internal governane levels arehosen by investors endogenously. Our exploratory hypothesis here is about the impatof investor on�dene on investment rate (IRATE) and audit level (AudLev).We use previous period investor returns as a proxy for investor on�dene, where wede�ne IRET as the return on invested amount (in ontrast to overall return ORET, thereturn on investible amount de�ned earlier). Before making AudLev and IRATE deisionsat the beginning of eah sub-period, investors observe IRET from the previous sub-period.A higher (lower) IRET is reassuring (not reassuring) to investors beause it signals alower (higher) likelihood of exessive expropriation. Therefore, we model IRETLAG,the previous sub-period's investment return as the proxy for investor on�dene at thetime they make the AudLev and IRATE deisions. Another issue regarding investoron�dene and it's e�et on investment and audit level is related to the timing of the twohoies. Investors make both testing internal governane (AudLev) and investment rate(IRATE) deisions at the beginning of eah sub-period t. They ould make these deisionssimultaneously or in one of two sequenes, namely IRATE after AudLev or AudLev afterIRATE15. Testing the e�et of investor on�dene requires setting up a desriptive modelof how investors make these deisions. In order to set up suh a desriptive model, wearry out the following analysis.14This was tested for the no poison pill ase.15Operationally, sreens for AudLev hoie and IRATE hoie appear in that order but this does notonstrain investors from making either one of the deisions �rst or making both deisions simultaneously.16



If both investment and audit levels are hosen simultaneously by the investor then wewould expet a positive relationship between investment and IRETLAG (i.e. the proxyfor investor on�dene), while audit level would be negatively related. This follows fromthe reasoning that if IRETLAG measures investor on�dene, a higher level of on�denewould make investors hoose a lower level of (ostly) internal governane and a higherrate of investment. If they deide on AudLev �rst and then deide on IRATE basedon AudLev, we expet a negative relation between AudLev and IRETLAG in the �rstdeision of the sequene and a positive relation between AudLev and IRATE in the seond.On the other hand, if they deide on IRATE �rst and then deide on AudLev, we expeta positive relation between IRATE and IRETLAG in the �rst deision of the sequeneand a positive relation between IRATE and AudLev in the seond. Our analysis of thesepossibilities (presented in the results setion) is onsistent with investors deiding �rst onIRATE and then AudLev. This assumption forms the basis of our exploratory hypothesisregarding investor on�dene.Moving to the rest of the hypotheses, we expet higher internal governane levels to behosen in the presene of poison pills (based on substitution hypothesis) - whih weakenexternal governane. We expet both internal and external governane to improve the on-�dene of investors. Therefore, we expet the investment rate to be positively assoiatedwith the internal governane level and negatively assoiated with poison pill adoptions.We expet the internal governane rate to be hosen at a level where the marginal ost toinvestor of managerial expropriation is equal to the marginal ost of additional auditing.Therefore, at this level, the marginal ost of expropriation is still positive and we expeta negative relationship between the hosen internal governane level and expropriation.The relationship between expropriation and external governane is a result of two oppos-ing e�ets. First, when poison pills are adopted (weak external governane), we expet adiret inrease in the expropriation level. However, poison pill adoption also triggers thehoie of higher internal governane levels by investors and we expet this to derease theexpropriation level. The net e�et of these two relationships is di�ult to predit. There-fore, we do not have any diretional expetation of a relation between poison pill adoptionand expropriation rate. Finally, the manager has less inentive to expropriate if the diretompensation is high. Therefore we expet a negative relation between the ompensationrate (β) and IER. We state these expetations formally as hypotheses below.
17



Hypothesis H2.0: (Exploratory Hypothesis) Investment rate is positively assoiatedwith one sub-period lag values of investment returns, while auditlevel is positively assoiated with investment rate.Hypothesis H2.1: Intended managerial expropriation is negatively related to the se-leted internal governane level.Hypothesis H2.2: The relationship between intended managerial expropriation and poi-son pill adoption ould be positive or negative when the internalgovernane is hosen by investors.Hypothesis H2.3: Intended managerial expropriation is negatively related to diretompensation rate.Hypothesis H2.4: The seleted internal governane level is higher when poison pill isadopted.Hypothesis H2.5: The investment rate is negatively assoiated with poison pill adop-tion.4.2. Notation and Models. The variable de�nition and notations are summarized inTable 1. Insert Table 1 hereHypotheses 1.1 - 1.3 are tested using the following regression models when poison pill isnot adopted:
y = δ10 + δ11DLow + δ12DV ar + δ13DHigh+ ǫ1 (4.1)In the above regressions, dependent variable y is IRATE or ORET or IER. We de�ne in-tended expropriation rate IER as the ratio of the intended expropriation, (ACF-RCF) overACF. The atual expropriation drops to zero when internal governane detets expropria-tion and is therefore mehanially a�eted by governane deisions of investors. Intendedexpropriation rate therefore better re�ets manager's response to governane than atualexpropriation. IRATE is the rate of investment de�ned as the ratio of amount investedover the total amount available for investment and re�ets investor's on�dene in the�rm. RET is the ratio of investor's inremental net ash in�ow (pro�t) over the amountavailable for investment at the beginning of the period. The independent variables DLow,DVar and DHigh are indiator variables for low, variable and high internal governanelevels respetively. The interept gives the e�et of no internal governane.18



Hypotheses 1.1 - 1.3 are tested using the following regression models when poison pillis adopted:
y = δ20 + δ22DV ar + δ23DHigh+ ǫ2 (4.2)These regressions are similar to equation (4.1) exept that the ase with no internalgovernane - the ase with neither internal nor external governane - is not tested beauseit is not likely to yield meaningful results. In equation (4.2), the interept gives the e�etof low governane level and the other oe�ients give inremental e�ets of variable andhigh levels over low levels of internal governane.Hypothesis 2.0 and Hypotheses 2.1 - 2.5 are tested using the following models.

IRATE = δ30 + δ34BegCash+ δ35IRETLAG + δ36DPPT + δ37DPPC

+ δ38DBeta+ δ310DAlpha+ δ311DTHIRDPD + ǫ3

(4.3a)
AudLev = δ40 + δ42IRATE + δ44BegCash+ δ45IRETLAG + δ46DPPT

+ δ47DPPC + δ48DBeta+ δ49DGamma + δ411DTHIRDPD + ǫ4

(4.3b)and
IER = δ50 + δ51AudLev + δ53ACF + δ56DPPT + δ57DPPC

+ δ58DBeta+ δ511DTHIRDPD + ǫ5

(4.4)As mentioned earlier, our analysis of the timing possibilities (presented in the resultssetion) regarding the hoie of audit level and investment rate is onsistent with investorsdeiding �rst on IRATE and then AudLev. The equations presented above re�et thissequene of deisions by investors.In equation (4.3b), the internal governane level hosen by investors is the dependentvariable. The primary treatment variable is DPPC for Hypotheses 2.4. DPPC is anindiator variable for poison pill adoption. External governane is ompromised in �rmswith poison pills. A positive oe�ient for DPPC indiates that investors hoose a higheraudit or internal governane level in �rms that adopt poison pills. If more of available ashis invested investors demand more assurane and therefore, we expet a positive oe�ientfor IRATE. Likewise, if more ash is available to invest, investors have a greater inentiveto invest but require more assurane and therefore, we expet a positive oe�ient forBegCash. Interestingly, if poison pill option is available but is not used by manager, itsignals manager's lak of interest in expropriating. If so, we expet a positive sign for the19



oe�ient of DPPT. DGamma re�ets the ost of internal governane and we expet itto negatively a�et AudLev.In equation (4.3a), investment rate is the dependent variable. Our primary interest isin investigating how internal and external governane a�ets IRATE. Internal governaneinreases the on�dene level of investors. On the other hand, adoption of poison pillompromises external governane and therefore, redues investor on�dene. We expetDPPC to have a negative oe�ient, in aordane with Hypothesis 2.5. We expet in-vestors with large funds to invest a smaller proportion of their funds ompared to investorswith low investment funds. We therefore expet a negative oe�ient for BegCash. In-vestors have greater on�dene in �rms that have the option of poison pills but hoosenot to, and therefore are likely to inrease their investment rate in these �rms. Thereforewe expet a positive oe�ient for DPPT. By the same rationale, higher returns inreaseinentive to invest and so, we expet a positive oe�ient for DAlpha.In equation (4.4), the intended expropriation rate, IER is the dependent variable. Ourprimary interest (Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2) is investigating the e�et of internal and externalgovernane on IER. We expet a negative sign for AudLev but the e�et of externalgovernane is not lear. When poison pills are adopted, we expet AudLev to go upand thereby ounterat potential inreased expropriation. In e�et, we do not have adiretional hypothesis for DPPC. If ACF is high, less expropriation is likely to lead tohigher diret ompensation and therefore, we expet a negative sign on ACF. By the samelogi, we expet a negative sign for the oe�ient of DBeta.We expet the third period to have weaker governane e�ets beause there is an ex-petation that the experiment will end. Expropriations are expeted to inrease in thethird period and therefore, we expet investors to inrease the level of internal governane.Therefore we have inluded DTHIRDPD - an indiator variable for the last period in theanalysis.
5. Results5.1. Data. We olleted data from four sessions with a total of �fteen treatments. Thedetails of sessions, treatments and number of partiipants in eah session are given in Table2. From these sessions, we olleted data in eah sub-period on the atual, reported andaudit-revealed ash �ows, investor payo�s, managers' diret ompensations and indiret20



onsumption in the form of expropriations, internal governane level deisions and poisonpill adoptions. Insert Table 2 here5.2. Desriptive Results. We ompare the resulting deisions - expropriation by man-agers and investment rate and internal governane level by investors - as well as resultingonsequenes - managers' and investors' payo�s from di�erent treatments, in four ate-gories: (i) No Internal Governane (treatments where audit ontrol was not available),(ii) Low Internal Governane (treatments where audit level was �xed at 0.5), (iii) HighInternal Governane (treatments where audit level was �xed at 0.75), and (iv) VariableInternal Governane (treatments where investors had full audit ontrol). The data isaveraged over sub-periods within eah period and is ompiled separately for treatmentswithout and with the availability of poison pill. Panels A and B of Table 3 give the aggre-gate data from all treatments without and with the availability of poison pill respetively,averaged for eah period16. Insert Table 3 herePanel A results without poison pill availability show that Investment rate, IRATE in-reases with internal governane in all three periods (omparing the high audit ase withlow audit ase and low audit ase with no audit ase), suggesting that even in the pres-ene of external governane, internal governane inreases investor on�dene. Investor'sreturn inreases with internal governane only in the �rst period. Investor's return in theseond and third periods are a�eted by a number of fators inluding the ost of institut-ing internal governane and the extent to whih investors are able to identify expropriatingmanagers in the �rst period and withdraw apital from those �rms in the seond period.16In the table, IRATE refers to ratio of investment to ash holdings (BegCash), AudLev is the auditlevel hoie, AudCost is the ratio of audit ost to ACF, InvEarn is the ratio of period investor earningsto ACF, IER is the ratio of manager's intended expropriation to ACF, AER is the ratio of atual expro-priation to ACF, ManEarn is the ratio of manager period earnings to ACF and BNKP Rate is the rateof managerial bankrupty. All other variables have the same terminology as de�ned earlier. The newadditions are with respet to poison pill. Period two data is now split between those manager-investorinterations where the manager did not hoose the poison pill (PPN) and where he did (PPY). PP Raterefers to the rate of poison pill adoption by managers in round two, the only period where the hoie wasavailable. 21



In the �rst period, investors do not yet have the hoie of swithing investments amongdi�erent �rms and therefore the disiplining e�et of external governane would not befully e�etive. It therefore stands to reason that in the �rst period, the bene�ts of internalgovernane far outweigh its osts and therefore, there is a monotoni inrease in investorreturn with the level of internal governane. The intended expropriation rate in the se-ond period does not seem to depend on the level of internal governane. At �rst blush,this might appear surprising. However, this ould be driven by sreening of expropriatingmanagers (penalty imposed by the market) in the �rst period. In the seond period, onlythose managers who did not exessively expropriate in the �rst period survive and theinternal governane needed to ontrol expropriation falls. The atual expropriation rate,however, delines with internal governane. This ould of ourse, be due to the mehan-ial e�et of a higher likelihood of detetion of expropriation at higher levels of internalgovernane. Manager's earnings rate, de�ned as the proportion of ACF that managersget as ompensation or expropriation, dereases with internal governane as expeted.Bankrupty rates for �rms are not a�eted muh by internal governane beause this isessentially a market phenomenon and is assoiated with external governane.The results in Panel B when poison pill is available for managers are similar to theresults in Panel A. In Panel B, �rms that hose poison pill attrat less apital (ompareIRATEs in period 2 between PPN and PPY), return less to investors and go bankrupt (atthe beginning of the seond period after they announe the poison pill hoie) more oftenthan those that did not. Investors hoose higher internal governane level for poison pill�rms when they have a hoie.We graphially depit variables of interest from Table 3 in �gures and disuss them ingreater detail below.5.2.1. Intended Expropriation Rate. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 summarize the Intended Expro-priation Rate (IER) by managers in eah period without and with poison pill availabilityrespetively. The ase without poison pill represents the ase with strong external gov-ernane. The ase with poison pill availability allows the managers to hoose poison pillif they want to. Manager an refuse the poison pill option and fae the possibility of in-vestors leaving the �rm. By suh a hoie the manager signals his on�dene in providingattrative returns by low or no expropriation. On the other hand, managers ould hoosepoison pill and entrenh themselves, e�etively weakening external governane. At this22



stage, the desriptive statistis in Panel B of Table 3 and in Figure 1.2 shows an averageof these two ases. Insert Figures 1.1 and 1.2 hereIn the �rst period, the highest intended expropriation is in the ase of no internal gov-ernane in Figure 1.1 and in the ase of low internal governane in Figure 1.2 suggestingthat for a given level of external governane, internal governane an redue expropria-tion. Further, in the �rst period, in both �gures, it is apparent that as internal governaneinreases, expropriation falls. In Figure 1.1, external governane strongly penalizes man-agers who expropriate in the �rst period and likely drives them to early bankrupty. Theintended expropriation rate falls signi�antly in the seond period ompared to the �rst,so muh so that the ase with no internal governane shows the most signi�ant improve-ment. More importantly, the internal governane levels do not markedly a�et intendedexpropriation in the seond period beause of the strong e�et of external governane.Figure 1.2 shows that the e�et of internal governane on expropriation ontinues to bevery signi�ant in the seond period when external governane is weakened. Figure 1.2also shows IER in period 2 deomposed into ases where managers refuse or hoose poi-son pill. Consistent with our expetation, the expropriation is onsiderably lower whenmanagers refuse poison pill ompared to when they adopt it. More tellingly, the e�et ofinternal governane on expropriation is very high when poison pill is hosen and but isquite mild when poison pill is refused. This result suggests that when external governaneis weak, managerial expropriation is very sensitive to internal governane.The third period shows an inrease in expropriation - a result of end-of-game e�et. Yet,it also shows that managers who were not expropriating in the �rst two periods inreasetheir expropriation when the ability of both internal and external governane to punishthem in a future period is removed. This supports the view that managerial behavior inthe experiment is driven by strategy, not inherent ethial reasoning.5.2.2. Mean Investment Rate. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 give the investment rate deisions byinvestors without and with the availability of poison pills respetively. At the beginning ofevery sub-period, investors alloate their investible amount between a risk-free zero-returnsaving and a risky investment in the �rm. The risk in the �rm onsists of both the inherentunertainty aompanying ACF as well as the risk of expropriation by the manager. Ahigher investment rate signi�es a relatively greater alloation of investible amount to the23



�rm. This neessarily depends on investor's on�dene that manager will not expropriatea large part of return. The previous history of manager in providing returns and theextent of monitoring in the form of internal governane determine investor on�dene andtherefore the rate of investment. Consistent with our expetation, Figure 2.1 shows apositive relation between internal governane and investment rate in every period. Figure2.2 presents a more ambiguous result. Positive relation between investment rate andinternal governane is apparent in the �rst period and in the no-poison-pill ase in period2. When poison pill is present, the relationship does not hold, suggesting that internalgovernane might not inrease investor on�dene.Insert Figures 2.1 and 2.2 here5.2.3. Manager's Earnings. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 give manager's earnings averaged over allmanagers and sub-periods in ases without and with poison pills respetively. Managers'earnings inlude both the diret ompensation and atual expropriation. As one wouldexpet, the results are very similar to intended expropriation results depited in Figures1.1 and 1.2. Managerial earnings are redued by internal governane in all ases. Further,it falls dramatially in the ase of no or low internal governane levels from the �rst to theseond periods. However, this is a joint e�et. By de�nition, internal governane reduesatual expropriation, for a given level of intended expropriation. We also know from Fig-ures 1.1 and 1.2 that internal governane redues intended expropriation. Together, thesetwo e�ets reinfore eah other in reduing manager's earnings when internal governanelevels are high. Insert Figures 3.1 and 3.2 here5.2.4. Investor Returns. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 give mean realized investor returns in aseswithout and with poison pill availability respetively. In the �rst period, a lear monotonirelation between investor returns and internal governane is apparent. In the ase of weakexternal governane, Figure 4.2 shows this e�et learly in the �rst two periods. Thethird period results are driven by end-game e�et. These �gures suggest two e�ets. First,when external governane is weak or before external governane an penalize expropriatingmanagers (�rst round in the no-poison-pill ase), internal governane is positively relatedto investor returns. It is therefore in investor's interest to improve internal governane24



and redue managerial expropriations even when internal governane is ostly. The seonde�et suggested by the �gures is that in the presene of strong external governane, it isnot lear whether internal governane adds value to investors.Insert Figures 4.1 and 4.2 here5.2.5. Mean Bankrupty Rate. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provide the mean bankrupty rateswithout and with poison pill availability respetively. Withdrawing apital and bankrupt-ing �rms (and managers) is the way that external governane works to disipline theirexpropriating behavior. We look at the interation between poison pill hoie by managersand their likelihood of going bankrupt, i.e. investors' prolivity to avoid managers withpoison pill. Consistent with our expetation, we �nd that managers who hoose poisonpill are more likely to be avoided by investors and hene, delared bankrupt.Insert Figures 5.1 and 5.2 here5.3. Regression Results.5.3.1. Test of Hypotheses H0 and H1. Panels A and B of Table 4 provide the resultsfor regressions in equation (4.1) without and with poison pill availability respetively.When poison pill is available, we have only the low, high and variable internal governanetreatments sine it is not meaningful to onsider a treatment with neither internal norexternal governane. We drop the dummy variable for low audit (DLOW) from theregressions for the poison pill available treatments.Insert Table 4 hereEven without any internal governane, the investment rate is positive and signi�ant(interept = .4478) whih shows that investors ontinue to invest even in the abseneof internal governane. ORET is also positive and signi�ant whih provides evidenethat the threat of apital withdrawal an restrain managerial expropriation to an amountthat still leaves investor with positive expeted returns. In e�et, this result shows thatinvestment is sustained even without any internal governane when external governaneis e�etive. This result supports Hypothesis H0.The intended expropriation rate dereases as internal governane level inreases fromno audit to high audit. When investors have a hoie, they hoose a level of audit that is25



between the high and the low values and orrespondingly, the intended expropriation rateis also higher than in the high-audit ase but lower than the low-audit ase. The di�erenesbetween high and low audit ases are all statistially signi�ant both without and withpoison pill availability17. These results support Hypothesis H1.1. Likewise, investmentrate and returns to investors inrease signi�antly as internal governane levels inreaseboth when poison pill is available or not. These results are supportive of Hypotheses H1.2and H1.3.5.3.2. Test of Hypotheses H2.Determination of the Model: As mentioned earlier, the �rst part of this analysis deals withthe determination of the deision-making sequene of investors in their hoie of IRATEand AudLev. Table 5 gives the results of 3SLS simultaneous estimates18 of relationships inthe �rst two olumns. The results of sequential OLS estimates with AudLev as a funtionof IRETLAG and IRATE as a funtion of AudLev and IRETLAG are given in olumns(3) and (4). Columns (5) and (6) give the results of sequential OLS estimates with IRATEas a funtion of IRETLAG and AudLev as a funtion of IRATE and IRETLAG.Insert Table 5 hereIf investors' deision-making was indeed simultaneous, IRETLAG should be positivelyrelated to IRATE and negatively to AudLev. However, from Column (1), AudLev ispositively related to IRETLAG whih suggests that investors' deision making is notsimultaneous. If investors deided �rst on AudLev and then on IRATE, we expet anegative relationship between IRETLAG and AudLev in the �rst part of the sequene anda positive relation between IRATE and AudLev in the seond part. However, from Column(3), there is a positive relationship between AudLev and IRETLAG that is inonsistentwith this proposition. Finally, if investors deided �rst on IRATE and then on AudLev, we17The variable audit level ould be lose to low or high audit levels and therefore, it is not meaningfulto test for statistial signi�ane of di�erenes involving variable audit level. Even so, for both IRATEand ORET we obtain statistially signi�ant di�erene between variable audit level and low and highaudit level respetively in all ases.18The two stage simultaneous estimation gives good estimators of oe�ients if the error terms inthe two simultaneous equations are independent of eah other and not orrelated with any independentvariable. In our estimation, it is not lear that this assumption holds. 3SLS orrets for this potentialbias. We have also arried out 2SLS and the results are similar. We also drop DBeta to avoid singularityin 3SLS and in both the sequential deision models in Table 5 to be onsistent.26



expet a positive relation between IRATE and IRETLAG and a positive relation betweenIRATE and AudLev. Results in Columns (5) and (6) of Table 5 are onsistent with thisproposition. In e�et out of the three possibilities of deision-making sequene, only onegives onsistent results. Therefore, for testing of Hypothesis 2, we use the sequential OLSestimates where IRATE is determined �rst by investors and AudLev is determined as afuntion of IRATE and IRETLAG. This explains the model presented in equations (4.3a)and (4.3b).Using Sequential Deision Model - IRATE to AudLev to test Hypothesis 2: Table 6 givesthe results of regressions to test Hypotheses 2.4 - 2.3. These hypotheses are tested usingonly treatments in whih investors had the hoie of internal governane levels (AudLev).The �rst two olumns give the results of investor deisions, namely AudLev and IRATE.The third olumn gives the results of managers' intended expropriations (IER). AudLevre�ets the internal governane level seleted by investors. Consistent with our expe-tations, it is positively related to IRATE. In other words, if investors hoose to invest alarger part of the investible amount (BegCash), they would like to reassure themselvesby hoosing a higher level of monitoring (higher AudLev). The internal governane levelis negatively related to the investible amount itself after ontrolling for IRATE. The as-soiation with IRETLAG is insigni�ant that is onsistent with investors �rst hoosingIRATE and then hoosing AudLev based on the amount they invest. Importantly, therelationship with DPPC is positive. If poison pill is adopted by the �rm, the externalgovernane is weaker and under this ondition, investors substitute for the weak externalgovernane by hoosing a higher level of internal governane. This is supportive of Hy-pothesis H2.4. Not surprisingly, there is a negative assoiation with the ost of internalgovernane DGamma. Insert Table 6 hereThe seond olumn gives the results for IRATE. It is signi�antly positively related toIRETLAG, the previous sub-period's investor return. Investors whose on�dene in the�rm is bolstered by a higher return in the previous sub-period tend to invest a greaterproportion of their investible amount in the �rm. Adoption of poison pill per se does notsigni�antly a�et the investment rate. Hypothesis 2.5 is not supported by these results.27



The third olumn provides the results for IER, the intended expropriation rate of man-agers. A strong negative assoiation with AudLev shows that managers intended ex-propriation is lower at higher levels of internal governane. This supports HypothesisH2.1. Further, we �nd that it is not signi�antly related to the poison pill variables. Ex-ternal governane seems to onstrain expropriation through apital withdrawal (IRATEand bankrupty). If external governane is weakened by poison pill adoption, the inter-nal governane is bolstered to an extent that the intended expropriation is not a�etedsigni�antly.
6. Conluding RemarksThere are several innovations in this study. First, we use an experimental approahto identify the e�ets of internal and external governane on managerial expropriationand investor behavior. This approah gives us an advantage over empirial studies whereexpropriation information is not available and the ontrol variables annot be ontrolled asneeded. Seond, we allow managers (�rms) and investors to make repeated deisions overa number of periods to bring out the multi-period e�ets learly. In partiular, externalgovernane that employs the ability of investors to move their investments from one �rmto another or to a savings vehile is essentially a multi-period phenomenon.We �nd that in the presene of e�etive external governane, it is possible to sustain apositive level if investment interest even in the absene of internal governane mehanismsto ontrol managerial expropriation. However, internal governane an inrease investoron�dene, boost investment amounts and inrease investor returns above the minimumlevel without internal governane. Further, when external governane is weakened byanti-takeover provisions and other means of managerial entrenhment, internal governanebeomes more important and substitutes for external governane. E�etively, managerialexpropriation is urbed either by external or by internal governane ating as substitutes.Given that internal governane is ostly, anti-takeover provisions inrease the deadweightosts of governane and thereby derease the overall returns ompared to a situation whenexternal governane is e�etive.As in any experimental study, our settings have to be simple, understandable and brief.This plaes a limitation on the ondut of this experimental study and ould limit thegeneralizability of its results. However, our results are omplementary to those intuited28



by empirial �ndings and therefore, we suspet that the e�et of these limitations is notsevere.
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Appendix A. Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Mean Managerial Intended Expropriation Rate

Figure 2. Mean Investment Rate

Figure 3. Mean Manager Earnings Rate
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Figure 4. Mean Investor Returns

Figure 5. Mean Bankrupty Rate
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Table 1. Notations and De�nition of VariablesNotationsParameter De�nition
vt Investor's payo� in sub-period t
ψt Investor's total ash balane at end of sub-period t
φt Manager's payo� in sub-period t
αt Pre-expropriation return on investment in sub-period t
βt Manager's ompensation share paid out of the reported earningsin sub-period t
γt Parameter determining ost of internal governane insub-period t
κt Internal governane level in sub-period tVariablesCash Flow De�nitionVariablesACF Atual Cash Flow (net of audit ost)RCF Cash �ow reported by managersARCF Cash �ow revealed to the investors through the internalgovernane proessBegCash Investors total ash balane at the beginning of a sub-periodInternal Governane De�nitionVariables (Audit)DLOW Indiator variable for treatments where the audit level is exogenously�xed at 0.5DHIGH Indiator variable for treatments where the audit level is exogenously�xed at 0.75DVar Indiator variable for treatments where audit level is hosen by investorsAudLev Level of audit (either voluntarily hosen or exogenously given)DGamma Indiator variable for treatments with (relatively) high audit ostswhere, γ (high) = 15 and γ (low) = 10 Continued on next page
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External Governane De�nitionVariables (Poison Pill)PPY Treatments where poison pill is availablePPN Treatments where poison pill is not availableDPPT Indiator variable for treatments where poison pill is availableDPPC Indiator variable for the ase when the option of hoosing poison pillwas exerised by the managerInvestment, Return & De�nitionCompensation VariablesIRATE ratio of amount invested over the total amount availablefor investmentORET ratio of investor's return on the overall amount availablefor investment (i.e., BEGCASH)IRET ratio of investor's return on invested amountIRETLAG one sub-period lag variable for IRETDAalpha Indiator variable for treatments with (relatively) high expetedreturn on investment, where α (high) = 1.3 and α (low) = 1.15DBeta Indiator variable for high managerial ompensationwhere, β (high) = 0.15 and β (low) = 0.05Other Variables De�nitionIER Intended Expropriation Rate = (ACF-RCF)/ACFAER Atual Expropriation Rate = (ACF-ARCF)/ACFDTHIRDPD Indiator variable for the third period (τ = 3)
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Table 2. Number of Subjets per TreatmentExperimental SessionsTreatment Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 TotalNo Poison PillNo Internal 40 32 na na 72GovernaneLow Internal na 32 32 na 64Governane (Low)High Internal na na 32 na 32Governane (High)Variable Internal 40 32 32 32 136Governane (Var) Poison PillLow Internal 40 na na 32 72Governane (Low)High Internal na 32 na 32 64Governane (High)Variable Internal na na 32 32 64Governane (Var)Total 120 128 128 128 504Subjets are equally divided between Managers and Investors
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Table 3. Aggregate Data for all TreatmentsPanel A: No Poison Pill TreatmentsNo Audit Low Audit High Audit Var AuditPd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3# Obs 536 480 256 964IRATE 0.33 0.56 0.49 0.51 0.6 0.52 0.745 0.78 0.79 0.62 0.66 0.69AudLev na na na 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.62 0.49 0.72AudCost 0 0 0 0.15 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.19 0.07 0.06InvEarn 0.71 0.88 0.72 0.76 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.89 0.87 0.72 0.79 0.83IER 0.22 0.05 0.18 0.18 0.145 0.28 0.18 0.13 0.15 0.2 0.14 0.18AER 0.22 0.05 0.18 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.09 0.11ManEarn 0.29 0.13 0.26 0.11 0.09 0.14 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.14 0.15 0.14BNKPRate na 0.64 0.75 na 0.65 0.78 na 0.625 0.625 na 0.56 0.66Panel B: Poison Pill TreatmentsLow Audit High Audit Var AuditPd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3PPN PPY PPN PPY PPN PPY# Obs 556 496 464IRATE 0.48 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.66 0.7 0.52 0.53 0.8 0.82 0.66 0.69AudLev 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.695 0.56 0.72 0.58AudCost 0.26 0.05 0.23 0.06 0.21 0.08 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.09InvEarn 0.64 0.8 0.74 0.82 0.75 0.885 0.84 0.71 0.83 0.91 0.79 0.65IER 0.25 0.17 0.28 0.19 0.14 0.15 0.23 0.42 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.27AER 0.15 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.0 0.01 0.14 0.05 0.03 0.085 0.2ManEarn 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.07 0.04 0.045 0.16 0.08 0.07 0.13 0.23BNKPRate na 0.45 0.81 0.72 na 0.41 0.71 0.66 na 0.48 0.73 0.59PP Rate na 0.44 na na 0.44 na na 0.34 naNote: Pd denotes period 43



Table 4. Regression Results for Internal Governane RegimesPanel A: No Poison Pill Panel B: With Poison PillIRATE ORET IER IRATE ORET IERConstant 0.4478***(0.020362) 0.4318***(0.018108) 0.1709***(0.015795) 0.4748***(0.020643) 0.4546***(0.023909) 0.2330***(0.016510)DLow 0.1086***(0.022936) 0.1568***(0.026621) -0.0007(0.023742) - - -DHigh 0.3136***(0.036709) 0.4149***(0.032644) -0.0079(0.027746) 0.1850***(0.026315) 0.2781***(0.030479) -0.0797***(0.023348)DVar 0.2007**(0.025253) 0.2127***(0.022457) 0.014459(0.019103) 0.3244***(0.026315) 0.4468***(0.030479) -0.0935***(0.023109)#Obs 1799 1799 1184 1008 1008 7881 based on data from Period 1 and 22 number inside parenthesis denotes std. error3 *** denotes signi�ane at 1% level4 ** denotes signi�ane at 5% but not 1% level5 * denotes signi�ane at 10% but not 5% level
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Table 5. Regression Results for Simultaneous (3SLS) and Sequential De-ision Making Estimation Models SEQUENTIAL DECISIONS3SLS AudLev → IRATE IRATE → AudLevAudLev IRATE AudLev IRATE AudLev IRATE(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Constant 1.346*** 0.056 0.6636*** 0.0869*** 0.5794*** 0.1737***IRATE -1.7748*** na na na 0.206*** naAudLev na 0.299*** na 0.2206*** na naBegCash 1.121 7.952*** -2.862 8.372*** -4.982** 9.542***IRETLAG 0.6433*** 0.272*** 0.0628* 0.2842*** -0.0007 0.3185***DPPT -0.1186*** 0.0381** -0.1181*** 0.0374* -0.1165*** 0.0354**DPPC 0.0426 -0.0849* 0.1209** -0.0733 0.1272** -0.0404DAlpha na 0.1694*** na 0.1706*** na 0.1740***DGamma -0.5743*** na -0.2954*** na -0.262*** naDTHIRDPD 0.0621 na 0.0563** na 0.0696*** naObservations 12901 denotes ×10−52 denotes ×10−6*** denotes signi�ane at 1% level** denotes signi�ane at 5% but not 1% level* denotes signi�ane at 10% but not 5% level
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Table 6. Regression Results for Variable Internal Governane TreatmentIRATE AudLev IERConstant 0.2026***(0.030431) 0.5164***(0.038021) 0.33825***(0.040725)AudLev na na -0.25815***(0.050909)IRATE na 0.2305***(0.028977) naACF na na −2.36 × 10−6***(7.66 × 10−7)BegCash 9.75 × 10−6***(2.27 × 10−6) -4.43×10−6*(2.37 × 10−6) naIRETLAG 0.2910***(031232) 0.0391(0.033483) naDPPT -0.0082(0.018982) -0.1187***(0.019696) 0.0362(0.037628)DPPC -0.0325(0.032471) 0.1321***(0.051004) -0.0747(0.066408)DBeta -0.1272***(0.021941) -0.2185***(0.026812) -0.16765***(0.048787)DAlpha 0.2279***(0.025046) na naDGamma na -0.1257***(0.026812) naDTHIRDPD -0.0602 ***(0.021202) 0.0628***(0.22066) 0.1166***(0.036359)#Obs 1290 1290 3381 number inside parenthesis denotes std. error2 *** denotes signi�ane at 1% level3 ** denotes signi�ane at 5% but not 1% level4 * denotes signi�ane at 10% but not 5% level46



Appendix B. Experiment InstrutionsThis is an experiment in deision-making funded by a researh grant. During the experi-ment you will be alled upon to make some deisions. Your earnings will be determinedby the rules of the experiment, your deisions and the deisions of the other partiipants.During the experiment you will be awarded points whih are in the nature of Experimen-tal Curreny Units (ECU). At the end of the experiment your ECU's will be onverted toHK$ and you will be paid in ash what you earn.The experiment will onsist of 3-419 separate games. Eah game will onsist of multipleperiods and eah period will onsist of several idential sub-periods. In eah game youwill be assigned either the role of an Investor or a Manager. To begin with (in Period1), eah Investor is mathed with a Manager at random by the program. From Period2 onwards, eah investor SELECTS their manager. In ase a manager is not seleted byany investor, she is delared bankrupt and an no longer partiipate in that game.She or he an still partiipate in subsequent games. In eah sub-period the investor andthe manager have to make ertain deisions (See Figures 6 and 7 for a sreen shot of theInvestor's and Manager's main window respetively.)

Figure 6. Sreenshot of Investor Main WindowB.1. Deisions.19In one of the sessions we had three games (treatments) while in the rest we had four.47



Figure 7. Sreenshot of Manager Main WindowB.1.1. Investment Deision. INVESTORS are given some ECU's to begin with. At thebeginning of period one they deide on how muh of it to invest with the manager. Therest they get to keep as ash in hand. Investments generate a return (termed atualash �ow or ACF ), where in general higher the investment level, higher the ACF , whereAtual Returns (ACF) = α Investment ± Unertainty Fator On Returns.where, α is average return on investment and will be revealed to you before eah game20.The investor makes earnings at the end of eah sub-period whih gets added to their ashin hand. In the next sub-period, the investor deides on how muh of their total ashbalanes to alloate towards investment, where like before the uninvested part is ash inhand.B.1.2. Audit Deision. Investors have to also make an Audit Deision in some games.The Audit Deision involves CHOOSING an audit level, where the investors use audit inorder to know the atual return (ACF ). The audit level determines the PROBABILITYwith whih the investor will be able to KNOW the atual return on their investment. Theaudit level an be anywhere between and inluding 0 and 1.If the audit proess is SUCCESSFUL then the RETURN REVEALED to the investoris equal to the atual return (ACF ), while if the audit proess FAILS then the the20α was 1.15 in some treatments and 1.30 in others.48



RETURN REVEALED to the investor is equal to the manager's reported return (RCF ).The PROBABILITY of SUCCESS of the audit proess is diretly equal to the AUDITLEVEL hosen by the investor. The only return that the investor observes is the returnrevealed by the audit proess (termed audit reported ash �ow or ARCF ). (See Figure9 for a sreen shot of the Investor's audit and investment deision).Audit Proess Example: Suppose the investment level made by an investor is 775 andthe hosen audit level is equal to 0.6. Also suppose the atual return (ACF ) generatedby the investment is 1000. Suppose the manager after observing the audit level and theACF , reports a return (RCF ) equal to 1100. Then the audit proess will result in eitherof the two following situations:
• With probability 0.6, the audit will be SUCCESSFUL. In that ase the investorwill observe the atual return (i.e. ARCF=ACF= 1000).
• With probability 0.4, the audit will FAIL. In that ase the investor will observethe return reported by the manager (i.e. ARCF=RCF= 1100).Audit Cost: Choosing audit is COSTLY. Higher the hosen audit level higher the ost,where the audit osts inreases steeply (and not proportionally) with inreases in auditlevel (as an be seen from Figure 8).

Figure 8. Audit Cost49



The program provides you with an in built audit ost alulator. The audit osts getsdeduted before the atual returns (ACF ) is determined.Audit Deision With Multiple Investors: If a manager is seleted by more thanone investor, then the audit level is hosen in the following way:
• Eah investor hooses an audit level and investment like before.
• The investor who hooses a relatively high level of investment ompared to otherinvestors in the group will have a higher likelihood of their audit level being se-leted.
• If an investor's hosen audit level is not seleted then that investor is given theopportunity to hoose a di�erent investment level.

Figure 9. Sreenshot of Audit and Investment DeisionB.2. Reporting Deision. One investment is made, MANAGERS observe the atualreturn on investment (ACF ) and the audit level. They then CHOOSE what to reportto the investor as the return (termed reported ash �ow or RCF ). The investors do notobserve the atual return (ACF ). The reported return (RCF ) CHOSEN by the Manageran be EQUAL to or LESS than the ACTUAL RETURN (ACF ). (See Figure 10 for asreen shot of Manager's reporting deision).50



Figure 10. Sreenshot of Manager's Reporting DeisionB.3. Manager Seletion. At the beginning of Period 2 and all subsequent periods in-vestors have to selet a manager. They an either RETAIN the one they are urrentlymathed with or CHOOSE a NEW one. One a period is ompleted, all investors reeiveinformation about the performane of all managers in that round. Investors are thenexpeted to use that information in order to selet their manager for the next round (SeeFigure 11 for a sreen shot of Investor's manager seletion deision).

Figure 11. Sreenshot of Manager Seletion DeisionB.4. Earnings. The manager's share of the returns is determined by the fration β. Thisis hosen by us and revealed to you before eah game21. The earnings for the investor and21β took the values of 0.05 or 0.15. 51



manager depends on the results of the audit proess and are alulated in the followingway:(1) If ARCF = ACF
• Manager Earnings = b. ARCF
• Investor Earnings = (1 - β) ARCF = (1 - β) ACF
• EXAMPLE: Suppose atual return (ACF ) is 1000 and the Manager reportsa return (RCF ) equal to 500. Suppose the audit SUCCEEDS, then ARCF= ACF = 1000. Also suppose β = 0.2.� Manager Earnings = 0.2 × 1000 = 200� Investor Earnings = 1000 − 200 = 800(2) If ARCF < ACF
• Manager Earnings = β ARCF + (ACF - ARCF)
• Investor Earnings = (1 - β) ARCF
• EXAMPLE: Suppose like before atual return (ACF ) is 1000, the managerreports a return (RCF ) equal to 500 and b = 0.2. But now the audit FAILS,hene ARCF = RCF = 500.� Manager Earnings = 0.2 × 500 + (1000 − 500) = 600� Investor Earnings = 0.8 × 500 OR 1000 − 600 = 400.Remember, Manager Earnings + Investor Atual Earnings is ALWAYS EQUAL to ACFB.5. Multiple Investor Case. In ase there are multiple investors mathed with thesame Manager then the total investor earnings is �rst determined as desribed before.Then all the investors SHARE the investor earnings in PROPORTION to their SHAREOF INVESTMENT with respet to total investments in the �rm.B.6. Poison Pill. Some games have the availability of Poison Pill. In suh games atthe beginning of Period 2 eah Manager has to deide whether to selet this option ornot. If this option is seleted by a manager, then all investors who selet that partiularmanager have to remain with him/her for all the subsequent rounds. One a managerdeides to hoose the Poison Pill option, then that deision is binding for all subsequentrounds.B.7. Experiment Preliminaries. We will now take you through the steps to load theprogram to begin the experiment. One the program is loaded you will play a pratie52



game to familiarize yourself with the deisions during the experiment. Your earningsduring the pratie games will not ount towards your atual earnings!Any Questions?
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